FEEDZAI MULTI-TENANCY

BALANCING RISK WITH CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Feedzai’s solution features a multi-tenant architecture which provides acquirers with the ability to effeciently onboard
merchants, monitor merchants, and provide transactional scoring all from one platform with a more sophsiticated, realtime approach. Acquirers can meet regulatory compliance obligations and resolve investigations, all while protecting the
customer experience.

FEDERATED MACHINE LEARNING

With the benefit of the entire network of merchants, Feedzai can
apply collective knowledge by extracting insights from each merchant and transforming these insights into intelligence that can
be used across the entire network. The platform examines critical
connections between behaviors across merchants to proactively
protect each merchant with actionable insights by using alerts
and escalations triggered by suspicious activities in real time.

STREAMLINED OPERATIONS

From a unified administrative portal, acquirers can
conduct complete merchant identity authentication to
streamline and accelerate onboarding, monitoring, and
transaction scoring for all merchants by using more
intelligent risk models. With a one-stop shop solution,
acquirers can easily push changes out to all merchants
and now be considered as valued players in the
processing ecosystem.

FEEDZAI’S PLATFORM PROVIDES LEADING EDGE DATA SCIENCE TO ONE OF THE WORLD’S TOP 5 PROCESSORS.
SCORING
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SMART AND SCALABLE RISK
MODELING

INCREASED OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

ENSURED PRIVACY AND
PROTECTION

Rules and lists combined with machine
learning models address known and
unknown fraud patterns. With scenario
optimization, acquirers build, test
and deploy risk models with greater
predictability, enabling faster fraud
detection.

With a full service case management
system, acquirers can assign queues
specific to each merchant, providing
an efficient solution for transaction
review, decreasing operational costs
with streamlined case reviews and better
resource allocation.

While insights are shared, the privacy
of data for each merchant is ensured
because specific data from each merchant
is not shared. The system extracts
patterns while protecting each merchant’s
data and with a fully compliant solution.
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